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Wedding list or popularly known as bridal registry or wedding registry is a theme that is very much
popular in the US and other developed countries. Almost everybody use this list for his or her
wedding. It is regarded to be a custom to have a wedding list during the marriage of an engaged
couple. The wedding list is provided by either a website or a retail store. This list is provided to the
soon to be married couple where they can select their gift preferences for the wedding guests. In
this list, the couple selects the items that are available in the store or website and leave the registry
with the merchant. This list is made available to the wedding guests either by the merchant or by the
family of the wedding couple. This list is updated accordingly to avoid repetition of the gifts. It also
helps the wedding couple to avoid unwanted gifts.

Wedding gift registry is nothing but the other name of wedding list. It is also the same concept as
the list. The couple needs to select their gifts of preference and make the registry available to their
wedding guests. The guests, seeing the wedding gift registry, buy gifts for the soon to be wedded
couple. This will help both guests and the couples. The guests do not get confused as what to buy
as wedding gift and the couple can avoid receiving unwanted stuffs as their gift. There are many
retailers offer this service. Many of them provide the wedding gift registry service free whereas few
charge a nominal service charge for the same. Many website are solely constructed for this
purpose. Wedding gift registry is a popular concept in the area of gifting and this concept makes the
service provider popular.
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For more information on a wedding list, check out the info available online; these will help you learn
to find the a wedding gift registry!
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